BGE. 200 years, young.

A CELEBRATION OF YOU, OUR CUSTOMERS
For the last 200 years, our customers have been partners with BGE in an amazing energy journey. It began in 1816 when Rembrandt Peale lit the first gas lamp in Baltimore, and started the Gas Light Company of Baltimore to light the streets and homes of the city. Baltimore was the first city in the United States to adopt gas for street and general use, and the company that would become Baltimore Gas and Electric was the first in America organized for its manufacture and distribution.

Now two centuries later, BGE and our customers are still leading the way in energy innovation for our region. Together, we are moving smart energy forward in everything we do—from our energy saving programs, to our safe and reliable energy delivery, to our partnerships throughout the community.

This year, we invite you to join us in remembering all that we’ve accomplished together, and to celebrate everything that lies ahead.
BGE ANNIVERSARY FACT

The first gas company in America, BGE’s direct predecessor: The Gas Light Company of Baltimore was created.

JUNE 17, 1816

3,200 strong

The vision that began 200 years ago still continues today with an energy company of 3,200 men and women. Together, with BGE’s new technology, practices and programs we are paving the way to a more sustainable future.

Browse BGE’s new 200th anniversary website, launching on January 4, to learn more about our milestones and share your own memories. Plus, learn about BGE’s anniversary events and the community commitments we have made this year in celebration. Visit BGE200.COM and get ready to celebrate 200 years!

BGE200.COM

TWO CENTURIES OF COMMUNITY commitment

This year BGE will cement its commitment to the community with some lasting gifts—100 to be exact. Through a partnership with Art with a Heart, a nonprofit organization whose mission is to enhance the lives of people in need through visual art, BGE’s employee resource groups will create 100 flower-shaped pieces of art and “plant” them at locations across the region.

Each group will design a unique mosaic flower that will include BGE’s 200th anniversary logo in some way, demonstrating the diversity of the company and the communities we serve across central Maryland.

Flower projects will begin in January 2016, you can watch them blossom on BGE200.COM.
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